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ABSTRACT 
The influence of ultraviolet (UV) on delayed fluorescence in the millisecond range     

( msec-DF) acridin orange (AO) was studied in the yeast cells. Cells subjected to UV affect 

were changing shapes of kinetic curve msec-DF and the peak was observed before stationary 

phase. Suggested that the changing msec-DF AO on the cells after UV affecting related with 

forming free radicals.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Enhanced UV-radiation due to the incidence of ozone layer in stratosphere is 

potentially dangerous for the environmental medium (5). 

One of the central problems of photobiology and biophysics is the detection of 

fundamental sensitive base of organisms against optic radiation of various ranges and 

intensity, also against injuring influence of light. High biological activity of UV-C (200-290 

nm) and UV-B (290-320 nm) are identified by direct absorption of quantum irradiation in 

these ranges by major cellular components, first of all by nucleic (10). Under the UV-

radiation influence the emergence of molecular damage DNK, unresolved (or partially 

solved) reparative cell systems, also photodestruction of proteins and biomembrane cause the 

development of enough numerous biological effects (7). According to some investigators, 

UV-radiation leads to the formation of free radicals and aromatic sulfur proteins, pyrimidine 

bases of nucleic acids. The radicals of this type take part in transporting of electrons in the 

mitochondrial respiratory chain; these radicals arise, under the interaction of phonics 

antioxidants with free lipid radicals. Free radical lipid oxidation plays a leading role in many 

effects of UV-radiation (5). Acridine orange has been used extensively in cytochemistry to 

monitor flow cytometry, nuclear fragmentation, and pH gradients in biological membranes, 

and for various other applications (2, 8, 14). 

Acridine orange is a basic stain whose planar structure is derived from anthracene. It 

shows a high affinity for nucleic acid, and in tercalates into ds or binds electrostatically to ss 

nucleic acidemitting a green fluorescence at 530 nm and red fluorescence at 640 nm, 

respectively, under UV light (3, 4, 14).  

Preliminary we have experimentally shown that injection of AO in cells of yeast 

assists to begin forming DF in them induced by light (1, 6). 

Present work dedicated for realizing msec-DF AO mechanism in the yeast cells. For 

this aim alteration of cells under UV affect on DF AO was investigated. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cells of yeast Candida gulliermondii were objected of study. Culture of yeast was 

cultivated on Suslo-agar (4 Mark). Experiments were conducted with fresh prepared 

suspension 3 days culture (density 10
8
cells/ml). Dye diluted with water injected into the cells 

and was measured msec-DF. msec-DF was registered photometrically by means of 

photomultiplier FEM–51 (Photo Electron Multiplier) (11). In the first installation was used 

phosphoroscope containing 3-cokesal cylinder with the clearance 0,5 mm among their walls. 

Non-mobility external and internal cylinders have 2 windows, located in the corner 100
o
 to 

each-other. One window is for lighting the sample, and near the second there is 

photomultiplier to indicate the glow of sample, located in internal cylinder and constituted 

3,3 m seconds. Photomultiplier PEM-38 was used as the light accepter in the installation and 

the power source was light amplfier-22. The registration of photocurrent was produced 

through the amplifier JM-2 to recorder chart recorder-4. The entity was illuminated by glow 

lamp 300 vt 27W air cooled. In the second installation, as the detector was used 

photomultiplier -39 and it allowed to register curve attenuation in secondly time intervals. In 

that case meter ditch (road-side) with cell suspension was so put into the camera, fixed in 

mobiliable support as the suspension can be again illuminated. Also a glow lamp, then 

quickly mix-with photomultiplier to measure the intensity of illumination. The time between 

illumination and beginning of measuring luminescence in this case was 0,1-0,2 seconds. In 

the work AO wasn’t used, which was cleared by trimultiple recrystallization and some 

detergents produced by firm «Sigma». 

Source of UV was bactericide Ultraviolet lamp BUV-60. Cell suspension was irradiated in 

quartz cuvetle on the distance 3 sm during 5-25 minutes. 

At present work antioxidant α-tokopherol at the concentration 10
-6

M was used, which 

was injected into cell suspension during UV irradiation. It is well known that α-tokopherol 

delays process of lipid peroxide oxidizing in the cells arising by the influence of physical and 

chemical factors (13). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
During the illumination of the suspension of yeast cells, before treated with AO dyes 

arises msec-DF. Pure cell suspension in aqueous solution AO separately doesn´ t have such 

fluorescence. In figure I was presented the curve characterizing the  changes of intensity of 

this illumination, discontinuation using phosphoroscope during intermittent excitement of  

visible light in millisecond time interval , as seen from the curve , in initial stage within some 

(2-3) minutes after inclusion of exciting fluorescence light the cells AO practically weren´ t 

registered or have very low intensity. After such non cotlatent period was observed slow then 

very fast rise of fluorescence intensity which also quickly reaches the maximum value and 

stabilized in high level. The further intensity of process dosen´ t change and continue to flow 

in stationary regime. Obtained curve in generally has S shaped form. Experiences showed 

that quantitative indications of this curve (duration of latent period, steepness of the rise and 

height of stationary level) practically little depends on the time of interaction of dyes with 

cells. As a rule the illumination is registered in 2-3 min after injecting the dyes into the 

suspension of cells and further intensity and kinetic features of the process don´t change with 

the time. Due to these results one can conclude that illumination AO has inductive nature. 

Kinetics of attenuation of msec-DF, the dyes in cells are described in the form of expontial 

curve (fig 1.b).  

The durability of illumination, which can be registered in these conditions composes 

not more seconds, much less than msec-DF of photosynthesizing organisms  
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Fig.1. The kinetics AO of msec-DF in yeast cells. А- induction curve; B- 

attenuation curve 

 

During the illumination of suspension of yeast cells with the pretreated dye AO arises 

msec-DF. Pure cell suspension and aqueous solution AO in separate don´ t have such 

fluorescence. In fig. 1- A was presented the curve characterizing the intensity changes of this 

illumination taken using phosphoroscope within intermittent of visible light excitement in 

millisecond interval of time.  

The investigation of UV influence on msec-DF AO in cells showed that the msec-DF 

AO intensity in cells pre illuminated by UV light considerably increases as compared with 

non illuminated cells and changes the form of inductive curve (fig.2).  

Summarized experiments gave that injecting AO in yeast cells assists to begin in them 

light inducing millisecond msec-DF. Pure suspension of cells and saluted AO in water 

separately do not posses fluorescence, A curve characterized msec-DF AO in cells presented 

in figure 2. 

As it is seen from figure 2 at the early stage was observed delayed (T1), further intensity 

of fluorescence increased quickly (T2) which gets instantly max dimension and stabilizing of 

delayed stationary level. The curve has S-shaped form. 

From obtained results we could conclude that msec-DF AO hase inducing nature. It is 

supposed here T- determines the excitement of formed complex by OA with yeast cells and 

the time wasted for the formation of msec-DF AO. S-describes the stationary level of 

induction curve. Experiments have shown that quantitative parameters of the curves 

practically do not depend on the interacted time (1-24 hours) of dyes with cells. 

As a rule, induction curves were registered in 2-3 minutes after injection the dyes in to 

the suspension of cells and further intensity and kinetic characteristics of the process don’t 

change during the time. Intensity of msec-DF depends on of UV ray dose. Before stationary 

phase it was higher with increasing fluorescence of that curve. The increase of the top of 

msec-DF AO kinetic curve and under top area was observed with the increasing UV ray dose. 

The height of top in kinetic curve depends on UV dose.  
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Fig. 2. Curve of induction of msec-DF AO in the cells of yeast . 

A – control; B - After UV influence; T - Beginning of msec-DF appearance; 

 T - Time of achieved stationary phase; P -  Top - Height; S - Height of stationary 

phase 

 

It is well known that UV influence in cells activates peroxide oxidizing of lipids. R
-
 

and RO
- 
radicals were formed as results. Predictable that R

-
 and RO

+
 radicals interact with 

AO and form AO+R
-
and AO+RO

+
 complexes. The top, which is observed in inducing curve, 

characterizes activation of lipid oxidizing under influence of UV irradiation (fig. 3). 

The change of medium pH effects considerably on msec-DF AO in cells (fig. 4). 

Neutral pH (pH 7,0) is an optimal to light existence. Acid and alkaline medium effect 

decreasingly on the intensity of irradiation. It seems from figure 4 the variation of pH-entered 

cells during the time assist change pH-optimum msec-DF in alkaline side. In fig. 4, curve 2 

has shown the variation of msec-DF intensity depending on pH. Probably increasing pH to 8 

at irradiation of yeast cells provides strong effect on structure condition of membrane. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Dependence of under induction top area on UV dose. 
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Fig.4. Dependence  of intensity msek-DF AO in the cells of yeast and pH of 

medium 

control; UV (3 min). 

 

Some authors have shown strong influence of that pH of mediums on speed of 

peroxide oxidizing lipids in membranes of biological objects (9). The influence of  UV ray 

(15 min) on msec-DF AO in the yeast cells without antioxidant and at present -tokopherol 

have been shown in  picture 5. It is seen from figure 5, intensity msec-DF in cell suspension 

without antioxidant was higher than at present -tokopherol. 

On the basis of achieved data it is suggested that significant change of intensity msec-

DF AO in the cells irradiated  by UV at the present -tocopherol related with slowing down 

process of peroxide oxidizing of lipids in cell membranes. Supposed that this is connected 

with increasing permeability of membrane at the activation (12, 13) peroxide oxidizing of 

phospholipids.  

 

 

Fig. 5. UV on msec -DF AO in cells of yeast at present of -tocopherol. 

1 – control; 2 - UV (15 min); 3 - UV (15 min) + -tocopherol 
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 In fig. 6 were shown the inductive curves of msec-DF AO in cells previously exposed 

to the UV influence. From fig. 6 seen that with the increasing doses of UV rays the stationary 

level of inductive curves acutely increases and has peak (P).   

In figure 6 and 7 was presented given characterizing change of parameters of 

inductive curve msec-DF in yeast cells depending on their time exposure after illumination 

So, in little doses of UV light (1-10 min) the stationary level of inductive curves increases to 

6 times on compared with control after 24 hours exposure of cells after illumination. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Dependence of  indications msec- DFAO in cells illuminated by UV-light. 

 

During the illumination of cells by a large UV dose (10-20 min) the stationary level of 

inductive curves increases to 5 times within holding the cells for 6 hours after illumination. 

After keeping cells for 24 hours this level a little decreases but considerably stationary level 

of inductive curve increases observing msec-DF in control cells. During 25 min illumination 

of cells the stationary level doesn’t t increase in inductive curves. The determination of the 

beginning msec-DF emergence and progress time of stationary level of inductive curves 

showed that the changes of these parameters of msec-DF depend on the doses of UV-rays and 

time of keeping cells after illumination. With the increase of UV light doses and time of 

keeping the cell after illumination elongate the time of UV emergence and time of reaching 

stationary level. The increase of emergence time and time of reaching stationary level in cells 

which illuminated by large doses (20, 25 min) are observed immediately after their 

illumination. In those UV doses (5 min) when stationary level of inductive curve abruptly 

increases and has maximum value then the height of peak also enhances. 
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Fig.7.Dependence of indications of msec-DFAO in cells illuminated by UV- light. 

 

 

Fig.8. Dependence of indications of msec-DF AO in cells illuminated by UV-light 

in concentration AO. 

 

AO concentration seemed to be a significant factor identifying its luminescence in 

cells. It is interesting to note luminescence begins to register within very low concentrations 
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AO (less than 10
-8

M). With the increasing dye concentration fluorescence output increases 

and in the 10
-5

M concentration reaches maximum value in much higher dye concentrations 

(more 10
-4

M) luminescence output acutely suppressed. This regularity is observed also in the 

UV illumination of cells. Depending on AO concentration the parameters of inductive curves 

of msec-DF change. In UV illuminated cells with the increase of concentration AO,  the time 

of msec-DF appearance and the time of reaching stationary level have elongated. The height 

of peak in those cells is observed in concentration AO 10
-5

 M, fig. 8. 

 

 

Fig.9. Dependence of indications of msec –DFAO in cells  on temperature.  
 

Significant influence on msec-DF AO in cells providing a temperature changed. 

Experience results showed that depending on temperature the form of inductive curves msec-

DF AO change in non-illuminated cells exposed to the influence of UV light (fig 9).  As a 

result  of conducted research has been concluded that msec-DF AO in the cells are very 

sensible to the factors which effect to intact condition of cells. 
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